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A hidden variable approach to constrained solids ( *) 

A. MORRO (GENOVA) 

A NONLINEAR model of viscous and heat-conducting solids is set up by having recourse to 
hidden variable thermodynamics and by allowing the solid to be subject to internal constra
ints. After deriving thermodynamic restrictions on the constitutive equations, an analysis of the 
acceleration waves propagating in solids inextensible in one direction is developed. Next, a de
tailed investigation of waves entering the natural state is given; in particular, it is shown that 
in the absence of thermomechanical coupling the acceleration waves degenerate into a purely 
mechanical wave and a purely thermal wave. In regard to the purely mechanical wave, the 
effects of the inextensibility constraint turn out to be the same as those in elastic bodies. 

Zbudowano model lepkich i przeworlz'lcych cieplo cial stalych, posluguj(!c si~ termodynamik(! 
zmiennych utajonych i dopuszczaj(!c by ciaJo bylo poddane wi~zom wewn~trznym. Po wypro
wadzeniu ograniczen termodynamicznych dla r6wnan stanu przeprowadzono anali~ fal przys
pieszenia rozprzestrzeniaj(!cych si~ w cialach nierozci(!gliwych w jednym kierunku. Zbadano 
nast~pnie szczeg6Jowo problem fal pojawiaj(!cych si~ w stanie naturalnym ciala; w szczeg61-
nosci pokazano, i:e przy braku sprz~i:enia termomechanicznego fale przyspieszenia degeneruj(! 
si~ do fali mechanicznej i czysto termicznej. W odniesieniu do fali czysto mechanicznej stwier
dzono, :le efekt wi~z6w nierozci(!gliwosci jest taki sam jak w przypadku cial spr~i:ystych. 

IlocrpoeHa Mo~em. B.fi3KHX H TeiiJionpoao~.fi~HX TBep~biX Ten, nocnymaaaach TepMo~a
Mm<OH He.fiBHbiX nepeMeHHbiX H ~OfiYCKaR, qTo6hi TeJIO no~BepraJIOCb BHYTpeHHHM CB.fl3.fiM. 
IloCJie BbiBO~a TepMO~~eCKHX orpa.HHqeHHif ~ ypaBHeHHH COCTO.fiHHR:, npoBe~eH 
aHanH3 BOJIH yci<opeHHH, pacnpocrpamno~HXC.fl B Tenax HepaCT.fi>KHMbiX B O.z:tHOM Hanpa
BJieHHH. 3aTeM no~po6Ho HCCJie~oBaHa npo6JxeMa BOJIH, fiO.fiBJUIIO~CH B HaTYpaJibHOM 
COCTO.fiHHH Tena; B qaCTHOCTH fiOI<a3aHO, ~0 npH OTCYTCTBHH TepMOMeXaHHqeCKoro COUp.fi
>KeHH.fl BOJIHbl YCI<OpeHH.fl BblpO~aiDTC.fl B Mexa.HHqeCJ<YIO H qaCTo TepMaqeci<yro BOJIHbl. 
Ilo OTHOIIIeHHIO I< qacro MeXaHHqeCI<OH BOJIHe I<OHCTaTHpOBaHO, ~0 scpcpei<T CB.fl3eH Hepa
CT.fi>KHMOCTH Tai<OH >Ke caM, I<ai< B cnyqae ynpyrHX TeJI. 

1. Introduction 

THERE ARE SEVERAL dissipative mechanisms in solids whereby mechanical energy is trans
formed into thermal energy. In spite of their complexity, such mechanisms are usually 
accounted for in phenomenological theories through viscosity and heat conduction only. 
Various models are applied to describe viscosity effects; among them, those of Maxwell, 
Kelvin-Voigt, and Zener are well known. Yet many theories based upon these models 
suffer from the drawback that they are not framed in a consistent thermodynamic 
approach or that the corresponding systems of partial differential equations are parabolic, 
rather than hyperbolic, in character. 

The recent literature bears evidence of many successful attempts to remedy such defi
ciencies; let me mention, for example, the hidden variable approach performed by KosiNSKI 

(*) The paper was presented at the Polish-ltalian Meeting on New Problems of Mechanics of Ma
terial Media, Jablonna, June 14-19, 1981. 
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166 A. MORRO 

and PERZYNA [1] and KOSINSKI [2, 3], the generalized thermoelasticity elaborated by 
MuLLER [4] and re-examined by McCARTHY [5], the hyperbolic elasticity of dissipative 
media carried out by KRANY§ [6]. While references [1-5] do not account explicitly for 
viscosity, reference [6] does but only under the assumption of infinitesimal deformations. 
It seems then worthwhile looking again at dissipative solids, undergoing finite deforma
tions, with the purpose of casting viscosity and heat conduction in a thermodynamic sche
me compatible with wave propagation. 

In regard to fluids such a scheme has been accomplished by myself via recourse to 
the hidden variable approach [7-9]; the hyperbolicity of the model has been proved to 
hold [10]. Subsequent generalizations allowed Bampi and myself to see how flexible the 
scheme is. For example, nonstationary transport equations investigated by MULLER [11], 
and IsRAEL and STEWART [12] find their strict counterparts in the thermodynamics with 
hidden variables [13, 14]. 

Motivated by the encouraging results obtained so far, in this paper I attempt to answer 
the aforementioned purpose by having recourse to hidden variables. Moreover, so as to 
arrive at relations applicable to a large extent, the solid is allowed to be subject to inter
nal constraints. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 delivers general properties of materials 
with hidden variables and equips the dissipative solid with the structure of a material with 
hidden variables whose internal constraints involve relations between the deformation 
and the temperature. Next, in Sect. 3, thermodynamic restrictions are derived by star
ting from an entropy inequality allowing for the existence of an entropy extra-flux. Then 
detailed calculations are made in connection with an outstanding free energy function 
and the internal constraint of inextensibility in one direction: after investigating the jump 
relations for acceleration waves (Sect. 4) the propagation modes of waves entering the 
natural state are examined (Sec. 5). As we should expect, and differently from what hap
pens in many theories, it turns out that the acceleration waves need not be homothermal. 
Meanwhile, and this is similar to McCARTHY's result (5], in the absence of thermomech
anical coupling the acceleration waves degenerate into a purely mechanical wave and 
a purely thermal wave. In regard to the purely mechanical wave the effects of the inexten
sibility constraint are assessed; it is shown that the propagation mode is left unaffected 
if the direction of propagation is perpendicular to the direction of inextensibility and that 
a compressive reaction stress lowers the speed of propagation if the amplitude vector is 
perpendicular to the direction of inextensibility. 

2. Dissipative solids with hidden variables 

We are dealing with a solid body ~ whose particles are labeled by the positions 
they occupy in a suitable reference configuration !Jt; it is convenient to let rJt be in the 
natural state, namely a stress free configuration of uniform temperature. The motion of 
!14 is described by a function x(X, t) specifying the position x of X at time t. Direct tensor 
notation is used throughout; whenever recourse to components is needed we refer to 
a fixed Cartesian system of axes. Suffixes range over the values 1, 2, 3 and the usual sum-
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mation convention is applied; upper case letters represent material suffixes. A superposed 
dot designates the material time derivative, V and V • stand for the material gradient 
and divergence operators. The symbols Y, Z, A, and 4- denote finite dimensional real norm
ed vector spaces, subject to the requirement dim A ~ dim Y + dimZ, while L( • , · ) 
stands for the normed vector space of all linear maps from a vector space into another; 
I · I is adopted to denote the usual norm- lP I = (p · p)112 -both in Y x Z, A and in L. 
The space Sym e L consists of second order symmetric tensors; "Y is the vector space as
sociated with the three-dimensional Euclidean point space. 

A material with hidden variables {y0 , z0 , a0 , U, V, cl», f} on Y x Z x A consists of 
a ground value (y0 , z0 , a0) of the variables (y, z, a) e YxZxA, the vector a eA repre
senting the set of hidden variables, together with an open connected neighbourhood 
U x V of (y0 , z0) and the maps 

ct»eC2 (UxA,.Z.), feC1 (UxVxA,A) 

representing the response function and the evolution function, respectively. A path is 
a bounded and piecewise continuously differentiable map 11:: R -+ U x V; to save writing 
the symbol 11: will be used also in connection with the values of the path, i.e. the values 
of the observable variables (y, z) e U x V. The hidden variables are time dependent fields 
on at x R; their growth, at a given particle X eat, is determined by the path 11: through 
the evolution function f, namely 

(2.1) a(t) = f(7t(t), a(t)), t ~ to, a(to) = a*. 

It is an essential requirement on the hidden variables that the following assumption 
holds. 

I. There is a map r E L(A, A) and a positive constant ~ such that 

(2.2) lf(7t,a+b)-f(7t,a)-rbl ~ ~lbl, 11:eUxV, a,a+beA, 

and each eigenvalue of r + ~lA has a negative real part. 
Usually an additional requirement on f, namely a uniform Lipschitz condition in n, 

is introduced. 
11. There is a positive constant v such that 

(2.3) lf(7t+w,a)-f(7t,a)l~vlwl, 7t,7t+weUxV, aeA. · 

As shown in [15], the properties I, 11 guarantee the asymptotic stability of the evolution 
equation (2.1). 

Having in mind the aim of accounting for the behaviour of a solid undergoing finite 
deformations, one way of equipping a dissipative solid with hidden variables is as follows. 
Look at the material description of the balance laws, namely ( [16] ~ 43, [17]) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

eov =V· S+eob, 

eoe = ti. C-V. Q+eor, 

where eo is the mass density (in at), v the velocity, b the body force (per unit mass), e 
the internal energy, C the right Cauchy-Green tensor, Q the heat flux vector (in at), and 
r the heat supply while S and T are the first and second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors. 
If the temperature () is viewed as an independent variable, the balance equations (2.4) 

4* 
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168 A. MORRO 

and (2.5) suggest that we identify the response functions cl- with the set ( 'P, 'YJ, T, Q), 'YJ 

being the entropy and 'P = s-O'Y} the free energy (per unit mass). Moreover, we designate 
y to be the pair (C, 0) and z the pair (C, G), where G = VO. The evolution function f 
is assumed to be linear in the hidden variables a and the observable variables C, G. 
Accordingly, we let a be in fact the pair (E, A), of E E Sym('f"', 1') and A E 1', and 
then we write the corresponding evolution equations as 

E = a1 C -a2E, E(t0) = E*, (2.6) 

(2.7) A= x1G-x2A, A(to) =A*, 

where a 1 , a 2 , x1 , X2 are scalar functions on C and 0. Property I requires that a 2 and x2 
should be positive; meanwhile, the above evolution equations ascribe to a2\ x2 1 the 
meaning of relaxation times. On the other hand, note that we may always set a 1 > 0, 
x 1 > 0 (should a 1 , x 1 be negative we could consider - E, -A instead of E, A as hidden 
variables). These observations complete the hidden variable structure of dissipative solids. 

Possible restrictions on the behaviour of the solid are assumed in the form of internal 
constraints- see, e.g. [16] ~ 30, [18]- as 

(2.8) A_cx(C, 0) = 0, ex = 1, ... , n; 

of course, since C E Sym('i", 'f"'), n may run from 1 to 6, at the most. Examples of con
straints like Eq. (2.8) are provided by the temperature-dependent compressibility [19] 
and the temperature-dependent extensibility in one direction. Specifically, if e0 is a unit 
vector in the reference configuration, inextensibility in the e0 direction means [16] 

(2.9) A.(C) = e0 
• Ce0 -1 = 0. 

The literature bears evidence of a wide interest in materials meeting the constraint (2.9), 
namely inextensible materials [20, 21]. Within the context of dissipative solids as described 
by the scheme outlined above, this paper exhibits a further investigation of wave prop
agation in inextensible materials. 

Sometimes, in connection with fibre-reinforced materials, constraints involving also 
the temperature gradient G are introduced [22, 23] on the basis of the observation that 
the fibres are good conductors but the matrix material is not. Precisely, if e0 is tangent 
to the fibre, it is assumed that (1) 

(2.10) e0 
• G = 0. 

Here, instead, the possible anisotropy of the heat conductivity is described via an ani
sotropic conductivity tensor rather than via the constraint (2.10)- see the next section. 

3. Thermodynamic restrictions 

Restrictions on the constitutive theory described so far may be derived through com
patibility with the second law of thermodynamics. While this law is often assumed to be 

(1) The analogous constraint on the electric field has been considered by CHBN and McCARTHY 
in coniunction with electrically conducting inextensible elastic bodies [21]. 
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expressed by the Clausius-Duhem inequality, here we adopt the viewpoint, which may 
be traced back to MULLER [4, 11], whereby the entropy flux vector J is a constitutive 
response function possibly different from Q/0; accordingly we set 

(3.1) J = J(C, 0, 1:, A). 

Then, as a statement of the second law of thermodynamics, we say that the inequality 

(3.2) eo f] +V . J- e~r ;::: 0 

must hold at each particle of the body for each path 1t. Since 'YJ = (s- tp)/0, account of 
the energy balance (2.5) allows the inequality (3.2) to be written as 

(3.3) -eo(1jJ+rJ0)+tT · C+OV · J -V· Q;::: 0. 

Letting IF = J- Q/0, the inequality (3.3) may be given the explicit form 

(3.4) -eo(VJo+rJ)O+t (T -eo 'Pc -eoO'l 'PE)· C+ O{!Fc · (VC)+Fo · G+9"E · (VE) 

+ffA. (V A)} -eo(~ Q+ eo X• 'I'A). G+eo(Xz'I'A. A+ "z'I'E. 1.:);. 0, 

where the suffixes C, 0, 1:, A denote partial derivatives and, for example, ~Fe· (VC) = 
= (8/F H;acKL) (8CKLI8XH). As a customary additional restriction on the entropy extra
-flux IF we require that it vanishes when the hidden variables vanish. So if /FE = 0 and 
9" A = 0, then IF vanishes identically. 

In connection with the inequality (3.4), it is worth emphasizing an essential property 
of the hidden variables .. In fact, the obvious solutions to Eqs. (2.6) and (2. 7), namely 

t t t 

E(t) = l:*exp {- J 0'2(C)dC} + J 0'1 (~)C(~)exp {-J 0'2(C)dC}d~, 
to to ; ' 

(3.5) 
t t t 

.i\(t) = .i\*exp {- f X2CC)dC} + f X1(~)G(~)exp {- f X2(C)dC}d~, 
to to ; 

show that, although the 0' and x may depend on C and 0, the hidden variables l:(t), .i\(t) 
are independent of the present values C(t), C(t), O(t), O(t), and G(t). 

The exploitation of the inequality (3.4) proceeds as follows. 
a. Owing to Eq. (3.5), the values of Vl: and V .i\ may be chosen arbitrarily and inde

pendently of the values of C, 0, 1:, .i\, 0, C, VC, G. Then the inequality (3.4) holds for 
each path n( ·) on [t0 , t] only if 

FE= 0, FA= 0. 

Thus !F is a function on C and 0 only; hence the assumption that F vanishes when 1: = 0 
and .i\ = 0 leads us to assert that IF = 0 and J = Q/0. 

It is worthy of note that a similar analysis on the entropy extra-flux has already 
been accomplished by LEBON [24] (2); his different scheme, however, allowed him to find 
that the entropy extra-flux vanishes to within the entropy-production-free term .QG, 
n = .Q(O) being a skew-syrnmetric tensor. 

(2) See also ref. [25]. 
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170 A. MORRO 

b. Since §' = 0, the inequality (3.4) reads 

0.6) - {eo('l'o+'l)ri+ (t t -eo 'I'< -eo"• '1'2:) · C- ( ~ Q+eox, 'I'A} · G 

+eo(X21J'A · A+a21J'2: · :E)~ o. 
The values of iJ and C are not independent of each other; indeed, in view of Eqs. (2.8) 
they are related by 

A~ · C + Ao 0 = 0, rl = I , ... , n. 

Then, on introducing n Lagrange multipliers p«, we may write the inequality (3.6) as 

(3.7) - {eo('l's+'l)+ p".l;}li+(t t -eo 'I'< -e•"• '1'2: -p" A:')· C-(! Q+eoXt 'I'A} · G 

+eo(<T21J'E · E+x21J'A ·A)~ o 
and assert that Eq. (3.7) must hold for each path n( ·) on [t0 , t]. As :E(t) and A(t) 
are independent of O(t), C(t), and G(t), the inequality (3.7) holds if and only if 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

1J = -1pe --
1 

[I' A;, 
eo 

T = 2eo 'Pc+ 2eo a 111'2: + p« A~, 

Q = -eo0Xt1J'A, 

(3.11) 0'21J'E. E+ X2'PA. A~ 0. 

In view of Eqs. (3.8)-(3.10), the response functions 1J, i, Q are determined by the 
free energy function 1p only to within a constraint entropy - [f' A;/ eo and a constraint 
stress [f' A~. Accordingly, once 1p meets the requirement (3.11), the response functions 1J, 
T, Q, as detetmined by Eqs. (3.8)-(3.10), are automatically consistent with thermody
namics. Among the free energy functions satisfying the condition (3.11), it is worth 
considering 

'I'= 1J'(C, 0)+ 4 a2 2 :E. ME+ 2 X02 2 A. KA, 
eoa1 eo X1 

the temperature-dependent tensors M and K, K e Sym('f'", 'f'"), being positive definite. 
The mechanical anisotropies of the solid are accounted for through the constraints (2.8). 
It seems then natural to assume that M is an isotropic tensor, as such being singled out 
by two scalars only, say p 1 , f'2 • So we arrive at 

(3.12) 

hence the requirement (3.11) is satisfied if and only if 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

1-'t ~ 0, 2p1 +3p2 ~ 0, 

w· Kw~ 0, Vw e'f'" . 

Moreover, to get a handier model, henceforth we let the quantities a and x, besides p 1 , 

1'2 , and K, depend on the temperature 0 only. 
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That the ansatz (3.12), subject to the conditions (3.13) and (3.14), is noteworthy and 
may be shown as follows. The function (3.12), in addition to fulfilling (3.11), provides 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) Q = -E._ KA. X1 
Now one glance at the evolution equations (2.6) and (2.7) tells us that when E and A 
are constant in time we have E = rY 1 rY2 1C, A = X1 X2 1G. Hence, on account of Eqs. 
(3.13) and (3.14), the functions p 1 (0), p 2 (0) may be regarded as the usual coefficients of 
viscosity and K(fJ) as the conductivity tensor [4, 5]. Meanwhile, the contribution 
2,u1 rY 2 rY2 1 E + p2 rY 2 rY2 1 

( tr E)I to the stress closely resembles the description of the stress 
in viscoelastic isotropic materials (3). Indeed, in view of Eq. (3.5)b 

t 

"'~:2 (t)u,(~)exp{- J u,(C)ac}, 
E 

where ~ E [t0 , t], play the role of shear relaxation function and bulk relaxation function, 
respectively. 

Within the scheme elaborated so far we could admit a further restriction on the con
stitutive functions rY 1 , rY 2 , lh X2 , and /Jh ,u2 , K. Confine our attention to unconstrained 
bodies- and then 1: = 0- and look at the specific heat e0 = 01]0 • By Eq. (3.15) we get 
the relation 

() () {(,U1G2) ~ 1 (JJ2ri2) 2 ( X2K) } Eo=- 'P66--2 --2 - ~· E+- - 2- (trE) +A· --2- A eo ri1 oo 2 rY1 oo Ox1 oo 

emphasizing the additive contribution of the hidden variables. Since we are used to let 
'Poo ~ 0, it follows that Eo ~ 0 provided the inequalities 

( /J1 ~2) ~ 0; 
fY 1 ()(J 

Vwe"f'"; 

hold. In particular, ifK is isotropic, namely K = "I, then the last inequality gives 

(3.18) 

So as to test the validity of the condition (3.18) look now at heat conduction in metals. 
According to the Wiedemann-Franz law the relaxation time X2 1 and the heat conduct
ivity " are related by 

(l) See, e. g. [26], Sects. 4.2, 6.1. 
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172 A. MORRO 

where {J is a constant and ne is the electron density. So, if we let the undetermined function 
x1(0) be proportional to n!'2

, then the inequality (3.18) is true identically. In this regard 
observe that if"' X1 , and x2 are assumed to be constant, the inequality (3.18) is not ful
filled. 

4. Propagation of acceleration waves 

Henceforth we investigate the propagation of acceleration waves in dissipative solids 
with internal constraints as described by Eqs. (3.12)-(3.17); meanwhile, in order not to 
make the theory overly cumbersome, we content ourselves with looking at solids subject 
to the constraint (2.9) of inextensibility in the e0 direction. In such a case the relations 
(3.15) and (3.16) simplify to 

(4.1) 

(4.2) T = 2eo Pc+2,uL ~ E+ ,u2 ~ (tr:E)I+ pe0 ®e0
• 

(11 (11 

Moreover, owing to the presence of the fibres, it seems natural to set 

(4.3) K(O) = "(0)1 + " 0 (0)e0 ®e0
• 

Then the condition (3.14) requires that " ~ 0, " 0 ~ - "· If, however, the fibres are good 
conductors whereas the matrix material is a poor conductor, the condition u0 ~ -" should 
be replaced with " 0 ~ 0. 

Usually the velocity v, the deformation gradient F and the temperature 0 are assumed 
to be continuous across an acceleration wave front but v, F, and G are not. On the other 
hand, on account of Eq. (3.5), it is quite legitimate to assume that E and A are conti
nuous across the wave front. Thus we are led to assert that the acceleration waves are 
characterized by the following 

DEFINITION. A wave !l'(t) is said to be an acceleration wave if the functions v, F, 0, E, 
A, b, r are continuous on PJl x R while their time and spatial derivatives of any order suffer 
jump discontinuities across !l'(t) but are continuous functions on PJl x R"'-!l'(t). 

For later reference we summarize now some well-known results about waves. Follow
ing standard notations [27], let UN and N be the speed of propagation of and the unit 
normal to fl'(t) with respect to the reference configuration Pll. Moreover, for any field 
eo(· , t) on PJl at time t, let [eo] (t) be the jump of eo across !l'(t). If [eo] = 0, then Max
well's theorem asserts that 

(4.4) [Veo] = ([Veo] · N)N 

while [Veo] is related to [w] through the compatibility condition 

(4.5) [w]+ UNN ·[Vw] = o. 
Letting ,a = [v], ~ = [G] · N, Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) enable us to find that 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

rFJ = -U,V 1 a®N, 

[C] = -2U,v 1 sym{(aF)®N}, 

[G] = ~N = -U;v 1 [0]N. 
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On the other hand, associated with an integral balance equation of the form 

:t J q;df2+ J J ·vdS+ J mdQ = O, 
Q ~ Q . 

where Q c 3l and v is the unit outward normal to 8Q, there is the jump relation 

(4.9) 

113 

Accordingly, in connection with the integral counterparts of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) we find 
that 

(4.10) 

and 

(4.11) 

[S]N = 0 

must hold at an acceleration wave front. Since S = Fi, the response function (4.2) meets. 
the condition (4.10) provided that 

(1.12) [p]e0 
• N = 0 

whereby pea • N must be continuous across the wave while p must be so unless e0 
• N = 0 (4). 

Moreover, ass= VJ+O'YJ, in view of Eqs. (4.1), (3.17), and the definition of acceleration 
wave, the condition (4.11) turns out to be equivalent to Eq. (4.10). 

The constraint (2.9) results in a restriction on the vector a. Observe that e = Fe0 is. 
a vector tangent to the fibre in the actual configuration and that Eq. (2.9} is equivalent 
to 

lel = IFe0
1 = I. 

Then, on differentiating with respect to time and evaluating the jump across f/, we find 
that [21] 

(4.13) (a· e) (N · e0
) = 0 . 

On the other hand, the forces maintaining the constraint (2.9) do no work, namely A.c • C = 
= 0, and then [p(e0 (8)e0

) • C] = 0. Hence application of Eq. (4.5) to Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) 
allows us to obtain 

eoa = -U:V 1 [S]N, 

eo[e] = -U;v 1(T-p0e®e0)·((aF)®N)+U;v 1 [Q]· N. 

On account of Eqs. (4.1), (4.2), (3.17), (4.6)-(4.8) we can derive explicit expressions for 
the jumps [S], [e], [Q] in terms of a and f'§. So, upon substitution we arrive at the system 
of equations 

(4.14) {Q + p(e0 
• N)21 -eo U~l} a+ 2,u1 0'2FFTa+2(/.t1 + ,u2)a2 FN(NFT) ·a 

+ (2,u1 ~ N <EN+ ,U2 <1
2 tr~) a+ U~ ·\J 2e0Flf'ecN + 2( ,Ut <1

2
) F~N + ( ,u2 

<1
2

) (tr~)FN~ f'§ 
0'1 (11 0'1 IJ (11 IJ J 

-UNe(e0
' N) [p) = 0, 

(
4

} The exceptional nature of the case e0 • N = 0 has already been noticed by CHEN and GURTlN 

[20]. 
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(4.15) 

- {eocU~-eoz,N · •AUN+N · ( x;~}. AUN-x2N · KN}~ = o, 
where Q = 4e0 F®NqJ'ccN®FT +2e0 (N · qJ'cN)I is the acoustic tensor, 

c = Eo= -0qf00 - __!!_ {( /Jt : 2) E · E+ _!_ ( p,2: 2 ) (trE)2+A · ( X2 ~) A} 
2eo 0'1 66 2 0'1 oo Ox1 6o 

is the specific heat, and 

E11 = ~KA- _!!_ ( X2~) A. 
eoOXt eo Ozt o 

On account of the system of equations (4.13)-(4.15) we are now in a position to de
rive the propagation speed UN and the corresponding jump discontinuities a,~' [jJ]. 
In the next section this is accomplished in connection with a simple but remarkable 
case. 

5. Acceleration waves entering the natural state 

Suppose now that the region ahead has been kept in the natural state until the arrival 
of the wave. In such a case E and A vanish in the region ahead and then, owing to their 
continuity across the wave, they vanish at the wave front. Moreover, we have F = I, 
C = I in the region ahead and at the wave front. Hence, in conjunction with the wave 
discontinuities, we may set e = eo, e = e0

, n: = FN = Nand identify the speed ofprop
agation UN with the local speed of propagation U [27]. So the system of equations (4.13)
(4.15) simplifies to 

(5.1) 

(52) 

(5 .3) 

(a· e) (n ·e) = 0, 

(.O+p(e· n)2I-eU21)a+U23~-U(e· n)e[p] = 0, 

-03 ·a+ (ecU2 -x2n · Kn)~ = 0, 

where .O(n) denotes the effective acoustic tensor 

(5.4) .Q = Q+2P,t0'2I+2(,ul +p2)0'2n®n 

and 3(n) the vector 

3 = 2eqJ'ocn. 

The relation (5.4) tells us that the effect of viscosity on the effective acoustic tensor re
sults in an additive contribution given by the symmetric tensor 2p,1 0' 2 I+ 2(,u 1 + p2) 0' 2 n®n 
which, in view· of the inequalities (3.13), is positive definite. Hence the eigenvalues of 
.Q are greater than the corresponding ones of Q. 

Because of Eq. (5.1), nontrivial wave discontinuities pertain to one of the following 
two cases. 
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Direction of propagation perpendicular to the direction of inextensibility 

Let n · e = 0. As a consequence n • Kn = " and the system (5.1)-(5.3) becomes 

n·e = 0, 

(.0-eU21)a+ U23~ = 0, 

-03 ·a+ (ecU2 -xz")~ = 0. 

The corresponding determinantal equation, which may be written as 

(5.5) 
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is a quadratic equation in U2 • Accordingly, in general we find two values of U2 ; if these 
two values are positive, then they correspond to two pairs of waves propagating with 
equal speeds but in opposite directions. 

Whether or not all four solutions U to Eq. (5.5) are real depends on the thermome
chanical properties of the body. In this regard a simple case occurs in the absence of ther
momechanical coupling, namely when Pec is such that 03 ®3 is negligible with respect 
to ec.O or eX2 "1. If this is so, Eq. (5.5) splits into the two conditions 

det(.O -eU21) = o, 
ecU2 -Xz" = 0, 

which corresponds to purely mechanical (acceleration) waves and to purely thermal 
waves with speed U = (X2 "/(!C)112

• Hence account of viscosity and heat conduction re
sults in the increase of the speed of the mechanical waves and in the existence of second 
sound. 

Amplitude vector perpendicular to the direction of inextensibillty 

Let a· e = 0. The unknowns of the system (5.1)-(5.3) are a, ~' and [p]. In the pre
sent case, on taking the inner product of Eq. (5.2) with e, we find that [jJ] is determined 
by a and t§ through the relation 

Ue· n[p] = e·.Oa+U2 3·e~. 

Meanwhile, letting P = I- e®e, we achieve the system of equations 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

a·e = 0, 

(P.O+p(e· n)21-eU21)a+U2P3~ = 0; 

-03 · a+(ecU2 -xzn · Kn)t§ = 0, 

in the unknowns a and t§ only. The associated determinantal equation 

(5.8) det{(ecU2 -xzn· Kn) (P.O+p(e· n)21-eU21)+0U2 (P3)®3} = 0, 

is again a quadratic equation in U2 • Likewise to Eq. (5.5), in the absence of thermome
chanical coupling the determinantal equation (5.8) results in two conditions: 

(5.9) det{P.O+ p(e · n)21 -eU21} = 0, 

(5.10) ecU2 -x2n · Kn = 0. 

The condition (5.9) corresponds to purely mechanical waves, the condition (5.10) to purely 
thermal waves travelling at the speed U = (x2 n · Knfec) 112

, usually greater than (x2 "/ec)1
'
2

• 
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As to the purely mechanical waves it is of interest to look at the effect of the constraint. 
On denoting by a and U the values of a and U corresponding to the vanishing of the re
action stress, in view of the conditions (5.6)- with 3 = 0- and (5.9), it follows that 

" a= a, 

eU2 = efP+p(e · n)2
, 

whereby a compressive reaction stress lowers the speed of propagation. This conclusion 
has been arrived at also in connection with inextensible elastic bodies [20, 28]. 
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